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Searching for the Author: A performative reading of legal subjection in 
David Foster Wallace’s The Pale King 
Stephen M Young 
Abstract 
This article argues that law is a central character and subject in David Foster Wallace’s unfinished, 
metafictional novel, The Pale King. As a subject of the novel, the so-called author disclaims this legal 
character, while also subjecting himself to it, which provides this text with its extra-textual and 
metafictional aspects. These aspects raise unanswerable questions, like ‘who is the author?’ and ‘is it 
finished?’ In showing that the ‘Pale King’ is the legal character, this article contends that The Pale King 
is a meditation on legal subjection that also, importantly and didactically, demands that readers 
performativity engage in processes of legal subjection. 
Keywords: Performativity, Subjection, Legal Character, David Foster Wallace, The Pale King  
Introduction 
Since David Foster Wallace’s suicide in 2008, his work has influenced numerous 
books, movies, essays, and academic conferences, which, importantly, some have seen as ‘the 
birth of a discipline’.1 Within literary disciplines, there is a well-founded belief that Wallace’s 
posthumous The Pale King: an unfinished novel is relatively tedious.2 Others admit of its 
                                                 
1 Adam Kelly, ‘David Foster Wallace: The Death of the Author and the Birth of a Discipline’ (2010) 2 Irish 
Association for American Studies 47.  
2 Ralph Clare, ‘The Politics of Boredom and the Boredom of Politics in David Foster Wallace’s The Pale King’ 
(2012) 44(4) Studies in the Novel 428, 429; Arthur J Cockfield, ‘David Foster Wallace on Tax Policy, How to 
be an Adult and Other Mysteries of the Universe’ (2015) 12 Pittsburgh Tax Review 89 (arguing that the boring 
‘bits’ play a significant role in defining our identities).  
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boredom, but emphasize that it is also ‘hilarious and fearless’.3 Nearly everyone laments that 
it is unfinished.4 Nevertheless, knowing of Wallace’s familiarity with Barthes’ essay ‘The 
Death of the Author’5 and that he prepared (at least parts) of a draft for his editor before his 
suicide, it is worth asking whether this novel is, in fact, finished? If he intended it to be 
published ‘unfinished’, would that mean it is finished? One scholar has suggested that it is both 
finished and unfinished.6 This work investigates those questions and multiple interpretations 
of the text to argue that The Pale King presents questions of authority and authorship as a means 
of playing with and exhibiting its central subject, law.7  
                                                 
3 Patrick Thomas Henry, ‘Review: The Pale King’ (2012) 42(1) Modern Language Studies 86, 87; Sam 
Anderson, ‘David Foster Wallace’s Unfinished Novel – and Life’ (New York Times Magazine, 4 April 2011) 
<http://www.nytimes.com/2011/04/10/magazine/mag-10Riff-t.html> accessed 19 February 2019.  
4 Conley Wouters, ‘“What am I, a Machine?”: Human, Information, and Matters of Record in David Foster 
Wallace’s The Pale King’ (2012) 44(4) Studies in the Novel 447, 448.  
5 Roland Barthes, ‘The Death of the Author’ in Image Music Text (Stephen Health tr, Fontana 1977) 142; DF 
Wallace, ‘Morte d’Author: An Autopsy by H.L. Hix,’ (1991) 19/20 Harvard Book Review 2. 
6 Cameron Crain, ‘Heroism of the Mundane: Boredom, Bureaucracy, and David Foster Wallace’s The Pale 
King’ (The Mantle, 17 May 2011) <http://www.mantlethought.org/world-literature/heroism-mundane> accessed 
19 February 2019.  
7 Mike Miley, ‘…And Starring David Foster Wallace as Himself: Performance and Persona in The Pale King’ 
(2016) 57(2) Critique: Studies in Contemporary Fiction 191; James Gourley, ‘Kafkaesque Laughter in the Face 
of Bureaucracy: David Foster Wallace’s The Pale King’ (2018) English Studies doi: 
10.1080/0013838X.2018.1479092; Shannon Elderon, ‘The Shaping of Storied Selves in David Foster Wallace’s 
The Pale King’ (2014) 55 Critique 508; Emily J Hogg, ‘Subjective Politics in The Pale King’ (2014) 95(1) 
English Studies 59. 
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This article argues that law – as a broadly construed concept – is a character and subject 
of The Pale King.8 As explored here, many of the characters enact a form of legal subjection, 
by becoming agents of US tax law. Their agency – as agents of the law and their sense of self 
– stems from subjection to the law. Accordingly, major themes of the novel revolve around tax 
law, which constitutes individualized legal subjects and political bodies. This interpretation is 
not a simple or straightforward analysis. The Pale King plays with and reflects on the multiple 
conditions of legal subjection, that which constructs and deconstructs the conditions that allow 
one to be both subject and free, false and real, fiction and nonfiction. According to this 
interpretation, The Pale King reveals processes of legal subjection by providing readers with 
the opportunity to performatively subject oneself to that text, which they exhibit by attributing 
authority to Wallace. The paradox is that one cannot know whether The Pale King is finished 
or not, in the same way, one cannot know whether Wallace is the author. However, if one 
searches for the author, one must subject oneself to the text of The Pale King. It seems that 
Wallace demands the subjection of his readers, which, itself, requires readers to attribute 
authority to Wallace, and therein become a subject of Wallace as the sovereign-author. In doing 
so, a reader must performatively remove the authority of the putative author, which provides 
readers with the illusion that they have free choice in determining authority. The reader, hence, 
becomes and doubles itself as both the sovereign-author and citizen-subject of The Pale King.  
To explain the interpretive method used in this article, the following section provides a 
view of legal subjection from a performative dimension to theorize law, discipline, subjection, 
and freedom. It lays out three different levels of legal analysis: text-based, context-based, and 
then performative-based. The remainder of the article then applies those levels of legal analysis 
to The Pale King. The second section analyses two major themes in the text of The Pale King: 
                                                 
8 Wallace, The Pale King: an unfinished novel (Little Brown, 2011). 
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tax law and legal subjects. It explores the interrelation of individual and political bodies. The 
third section contextualizes The Pale King by inserting it within citational-chains to orient and 
therefore understand the author (and the author’s supposed intentionality) within literary 
contexts. By comparing The Pale King to Infinite Jest, and its ties to Shakespeare’s Hamlet, it 
argues that the ‘Pale King’ is the legal character that makes Wallace a subject of the text. This 
legal character is not a walking, talking character, like the other characters. It is what provides 
those other characters with their individual agency by making them into agents of the political 
body. The fourth section then provides a performative-based interpretation of The Pale King 
to view it within interrelated legal and literary citational-chains. When Wallace performatively 
inserted himself in the text as a subject of The Pale King, it provides the appearance he is the 
author when it is the law that constructs him as the author. In doing so, he accounts for himself 
and demands that readers construct him as the author by accounting for themselves, as though 
readers have a choice. If one attributes authority to Wallace, it paradoxically enlivens the death 
of the author. It allows one to believe that one is free to choose by becoming a subject, which 
is ambivalent, troubled, and problematic. Accordingly, The Pale King is a meditation on legal 
subjection that also, importantly, provides the opportunity to performativity engage in 
processes of legal subjection.  
1. Legal Subjection 
This section presents a theory of legal subjection from a performative method. A 
performative approach focuses on how language is used and re-cited in ways that exceed the 
boundaries of any utterance, iteration or text, but constitute and form subjects. This method 
aids in identifying the legal character and its subjects in The Pale King and what it means for 
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the author.9 It is also an appropriate method to employ given Wallace’s interest in the 
philosophy of language, as well as his ‘existential dread’ that he was ‘nothing but a linguistic 
construct’.10   
John Austin first articulated the concept of performative utterances.11 For Austin, words 
and performative utterances do not just reflect ‘states of affairs’ or are ‘based on a verifiable 
truth within a sense/nonsense binary’.12 He argued that performative utterances do things in the 
world, and produce a ‘force’ when uttered in a ceremonial ritual.13 Jacques Derrida questioned 
and undermined Austin’s reliance on ceremonial rituals, the context of an utterance that 
provides its ‘force’.14 Derrida’s argued that an utterance must be re-iterable and re-citable in 
new contexts to have a performative force.15 For Austin, where a judge announces a guilty 
                                                 
9 Various legal scholars are interested in performance or performative elements; see, Austin Sarat, Lawrence 
Douglas, and Martha Merrill Umphrey (eds), Law and Performance (University of Massachusetts Press 2018); 
Julie Stone Peters, ‘Legal Performance Good and Bad’ (2008) 4 Journal of Law, Culture and Humanities 179; 
Heather Schuster, ‘Reproduction and the State: Between Bodily Performance and Legal Performativity’ (1999) 
4(1) Angelaki 189.  
10 Larry McCaffery, ‘A Conversation with David Foster Wallace’ (1993) 13(2) The Review of Contemporary 
Fiction <https://www.dalkeyarchive.com/a-conversation-with-david-foster-wallace-by-larry-mccaffery/> 
accessed 19 February 2019.  
11 JL Austin, How to do Things with Words (Oxford University Press 1962).  
12 Schuster (n 9) 190.  
13 Austin (n 11) 19-20.  
14 Jacques Derrida, ‘Signature Event Context’ in Limited Inc. (Gerald Graff ed, Northwestern University Press 
1988) 13–19.  
15 ibid 9; also Derrida, ‘Force of Law: The “Mystical Foundation of Authority”’ in Acts of Religion (Gil Anidjar 
ed, Routledge 2002) 230-98; see Peters (n 9) 186-88. 
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verdict and has followed the correct jurisdictional procedures, then the judge’s announcement 
has legal force and makes the defendant guilty. For Derrida, the judge’s ability to re-iterate 
terms that break from previous iterations and place them into new contexts also has a 
performative force that makes the defendant guilty. 
Judith Butler’s borrows Derrida’s conceptualization of performative utterances and 
mixes it Foucault’s notions of power, discipline, and freedom to theorize the performative 
construction of ‘women’ as a subject of feminist discourse.16 For Butler, doctors, nurses or 
others enact a role that is like judges by initiating bodies into a gender discourse at or before 
birth through utterances, say, when declaring, ‘It’s a girl!’.17 That utterance is not a natural fact 
of the body in the same way that someone who is ‘guilty’ is not a natural fact of the body, but 
is constructed as a true fact of the world through the utterance. Each type of utterance is a 
forcible ‘citation of a norm, one whose complex historicity is indissociable from relations of 
discipline, regulation, punishment’.18 Under Butler’s conceptualization, the body qua subject 
performs according to previously identifiable citational forms by re-citing the form of that 
subject-status.  
Under a performative approach that relies on Foucault’s theories, freedom is not 
opposed to domination and oppression. For Foucault, ‘[p]ower is exercised only over free 
subjects, and only insofar as they are free’.19 If that appears paradoxical, it is because Foucault’s 
                                                 
16 See Judith Butler, Gender Trouble: Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (Routledge 1993) 1–3.  
17 Butler, Bodies That Matter: On the Discursive Limits of ‘Sex’ (Routledge 1993) 231–2. 
18 ibid 210. The ‘forms’ are not transcendental. They are incorporeal forces that work upon the body. Likewise, 
Butler explains gender is not based on sex, which is, according to Foucault, an effect of a disciplinary regime. 
See Butler, Gender Trouble (n 16) 6–34. 
19 Foucault, ‘The Subject and Power’ (1982) 8(4) Critical Inquiry 777, 790.  
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term ‘free’ is not a common notion that one is free when not under power.20 That is to say, to 
make or construct oneself as a subject of discipline (a type of power) and become self-
disciplined is agentic, productive, and formative just as it is oppressive, shaping, and 
domineering. When one asserts power for their purposes, it appears as though they – as subjects 
of power – are commanding and controlling powers, when it is, in fact, powers of that discourse 
and discipline that gave effect to them.21 Accordingly, for Butler, to be identified as a girl is to 
perform one’s gender as a subject of the gender discourse, which is as potentially agentic as it 
is oppressive. Through performances of citational-chains, one discovers one’s self-identity, 
which is a not purely self-constructed or self-controlled, singular, deliberate, concerted, or 
authored act. Because the re-citations that one invokes in one’s performative construction 
occurs in changing, shifting, and inherently unstable contexts,22 a consequence is that giving 
an account of oneself requires self-(re)construction with reference to whoever asks and by 
reference to fictive events.23 
A performative approach to legal subject construction is, as performed here, an analysis 
of how legal subjects, like gendered subjects, are constituted, as they constitute themselves, by 
inscribing legal discipline on themselves. This method allows for multiple levels of analysis. 
For instance, one might  
1. analyse texts or utterances for content and themes,  
                                                 
20 ibid; Todd May, ‘Foucault’s Conception of Freedom’ in Dianna Taylor (ed), Michel Foucault: Key Concepts 
(Routledge 2011) 74-5. 
21 Butler, Psychic Life of Power: Theories in Subjection (Stanford University Press 1997) 13.  
22 Derrida, ‘Signature Event Context’ (n 14) 9. 
23 Butler, ‘Giving an Account of Oneself’ (2001) 31(4) Diacritics 22, 26–7. 
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2. analyse contexts of texts or utterances by orienting content, themes, and its texts or 
utterances within shifting citational-chains and 
3. recognise one’s subjection to pre-existing citational-chains by re-producing texts and 
contexts of utterances as free but disciplined subjects of legal discourse.  
The next three sections apply these three levels of legal analysis to The Pale King. 
Section two analyses the text of The Pale King to argue that its major themes deal with US tax 
law and legal subjection as identity throughout multiple legal bodies. Characters in The Pale 
King inscribe US tax law on themselves, as part of their identity, to shape their subjectivities. 
Section three then contextualizes The Pale King by orienting it within citational-chains of 
Wallace’s work as interpreted by scholars who tie to Shakespeare’s Hamlet. Doing so 
presupposes that Wallace is the author, which also reveals that The Pale King is the legal 
character in the text, the ‘Pale King’. Section four then synthesizes the first two sections to 
reveal that it is the reader who constructs Wallace as the author, which the ‘Pale King’ in The 
Pale King directs the reader to do so. This reading provides the reader with the notion that they 
have a choice about who is the author that exercises sovereign control over language in 
selecting, de-selecting, and arranging words and phrases into a narrative as an author. To 
believe one has a choice, usurps the sovereignty of the author by choosing to attribute 
intentionality to the author, which makes oneself into a subject of The Pale King. This paradox 
requires the reader to double itself as sovereign-author and citizen-subject of The Pale King, 
which demonstrates the conflation of individual and political bodies as mediated by law. It 
reveals how one accounts for oneself as a legal subject by believing that one is free by 
becoming a disciplined subject. Through this analysis, I argue that law is the central and titular 
character of The Pale King.  
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2. Characters, Legality and their Legal Subjection  
This section presents an analysis of The Pale King’s text. Its major themes revolve 
around US tax law and legal subjection as identities and identifiers of multiple legal bodies, 
both individual and political. Characters in The Pale King inscribe US tax law on themselves, 
as part of their identity, by shaping their legal subjectivities. As law changes in the political 
body, it affects individual bodies.  
At the beginning of The Pale King, in §2, readers are introduced to Claude Sylvanshine. 
The way the character is presented reveals the two main themes explored throughout the novel, 
US tax law and its relation to legal subjects, who identify and inscribe law into their identities. 
Readers almost immediately learn that Sylvanshine wants to become a Certified Public 
Accountant (‘CPA’), which requires passing the CPA exam. That exam covers the ‘three major 
codifications of US Tax law being of course ’16, ’39, and ’54, with ’81 and ’82 indexing and 
anti-abuse provisions also relevant’.24 Essentially, Sylvanshine wants to obtain a legal subject 
status and identifier, a CPA, by learning US tax law. By learning US tax law and self-
disciplining himself, he can become a CPA, which is tied to his self-identity and his worth. 
Many of the characters have names, like Sylvanshine, but their worth is directly tied to the 
General Schedule (‘GS’) number – the payscale number for US federal employees. Their GS 
number is qualitative evidence of their self-worth, which also subjects them to US tax law, and, 
in fact, makes them agents of that legal system. For example, another character, Renolds, is ‘a 
GS-11 and Sylvanshine only a miserable and pathetic GS-9 ... This asymmetry was just one 
more thing that compromised Sylvanshine’s self-regard’.25  As Sylvanshine demonstrates, The 
                                                 
24 Wallace (n 8) 6.  
25 ibid.  
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Pale King’s legal subjects not only give effect to the US as a political body by acting as its 
agents, they derive their agency from being so subjected.  
Additionally, §2 also introduces the notion that a new ‘major codification was on the 
horizon’. That is, in 1981, Ronald Reagan introduced tax cuts through the Economic Recovery 
Tax Act, which is the ‘impetus behind one of the novel’s central plot devices’, but §2 introduces 
‘the mysterious and probably fictional “Spackman Initiative”’.26 The text mixes real and factual 
events with fictional ones. Though the Spackman Initiative is never fully described, and it is 
unclear whether it mirrors Reagan’s Tax Reform Act of 1986, it reflects and perhaps intensifies 
a shift from tax ‘as an arena of social justice and civic virtue’ to ‘a more progressive, 
“pragmatic”’ one that prized ‘market model, efficiency, and a maximum return on the 
investment’.27 Importantly, within The Pale King, legislative amendments construct the 
political body of the US while structuring its subjects. In The Pale King, tax law is the relation 
that discursively shapes political body and individual body, the legal subject with a citizen 
identity and self-worth. Accordingly, in the text, any alteration to tax law that shapes the 
political body also shapes the legal subjectivities of the characters.  
To the degree that The Pale King has passages that directly tie self-worth and identity 
to one’s GS number and their level of subjection to the political body as an agent of US tax 
law, it also contains passages where it is not clear who is talking. It is not known whether 
Wallace intended to have unidentified speakers or not, or whether a finalized text would have 
added names. Where the identity of the speaker is obscured, or replaced by an anonymous ‘X’, 
the text suggests malleability of subjects identities that oscillate between physical body and 
                                                 
26 M Boswell, ‘Trickle-Down Citizenship: Taxes and Civic Responsibility in David Foster Wallace’s The Pale 
King’ (2012) 44(4) Studies in the Novel 464, 467.  
27 Boswell (n 26) 468, citing Wallace (n 8) 82-3.  
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political body. For instance, §19 is largely a dialogue or discussion among speakers about the 
central paradoxes of the US government involving law, freedom, and autonomy. This 
discussion involves some unknown speaker, but also shifts between individual and political 
identifiers. Someone says,  
Americans ... infantilize ourselves. We don’t think of ourselves as citizens – parts of 
something larger to which we have profound responsibilities ... We abdicate our civic 
responsibilities to the government and expect the government, in effect, to legislate 
morality ... As citizens we cede more and more of our autonomy, but if we the 
government take away the citizens’ freedom to cede their autonomy we’re not taking 
away their autonomy. It’s a paradox.28 
This nameless speaker shifts from identifying as an infantilized subject who can cede 
autonomy, itself a paradox, to an identifier as ‘we the government’ that acts on that same citizen 
to generate a paradox. The un-identifier speaker, who is an agent of US tax law, shifts between 
identities of citizen and government. It is a paradox from a perspective that upholds freedom 
as unencumbered from power, but not on an account where subjection is the exercise of 
freedom. It is subjection to legal discipline that provides agency, a sense of freedom and self-
worth in reference to others and a political body.  
Under a reading attentive to legal subjection, the ability to individuate oneself as an ‘I’ 
is constructed by reference to others, which may be a version of self-construction by reference 
to constituent documents of a political body. Again, in §19, one unknown first-person speaker 
says 
                                                 
28 Wallace (n 8) 130.  
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I think the Constitution and Federalist Papers of this country were an incredible moral 
and imaginative achievement. For really the first time in a modern nation, those in 
power set up a system where the citizens’ power over their own government was to a 
matter of substance and not mere symbolism. It was utterly priceless, and it will go 
down in history with Athens and the Magna Carta.29  
Under the performative approach to legal subjection articulated above, one can account 
for oneself, their individual body, by reference to documents and laws of a political body,30 
which is an exercise in fictionalizing and mythologizing.31 The ‘I’ demonstrates how one 
develops an account of oneself invoking fictive and mythological, but not false, accounts of 
those documents and events. After the ‘I’ accounts for itself, another speaker responds by 
pointing out that the substance was primarily symbolic and fictional: the founding fathers set 
up a government for ‘the people’, which was primarily the ‘educated landowning white male 
electorate’.32 Despite this fiction, the ‘I’ who invokes constituent documents – the Magna 
Carta, the Constitution, and the Federalist Papers – upholds them as substantive ‘not mere 
symbolism’. Importantly, each of the invoked documents sought to govern how political bodies 
govern their subjects through or because of taxation and have become mythologized and 
fictionalized.  
                                                 
29 ibid 133 (emphasis in original). 
30 Butler, ‘Giving an Account of Oneself’ (n 23) 26-7. 
31 Peter Fitzpatrick, The Mythology of Modern Law (Routledge, 1992); and to how that is itself a form of 
mythologizing, see Lawrence Douglas and Austin Sarat, ‘(De)Mythologizing Jurisprudence: Speaking the 
“Truth” about “Myth”’ (1994) 19(2) Law & Social Inquiry 523-41.  
32 ibid (emphasis in original). 
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For example, quotidian views that the Magna Carta guarantees liberal rights are, 
according to James Spigelman, modern, mythological re-inscriptions of that document.33 The 
Magna Carta and its sister document, the Forest Charter, sought to ‘prevent the King’s abuse 
of incidents of feudal tenure and social structure to raise revenue’.34 Those instruments sought 
to limit the King’s taxation powers. Contemporary beliefs that the Magna Carta is a rights-
protecting document is due, in large part, to Sir Edward Coke’s investing it with a mythological 
status.35 Coke’s influence is lasting because of his literary flights, re-interpretation and re-
inscription of the law,36 as well as his entirely fictionalized and mythical accounts of law’s 
foundations.37 His influence is a result of the boom in writing and publishing that occurred 
throughout the 16th century, which infiltrated and transformed performance-based legal 
practice with texts and interpretive methods.38 It was during this time that ‘the arts of law and 
drama developed contiguously, the one aesthetic form learning from and imitating the other’, 
as exemplified by Coke and Shakespeare.39 The Magna Carta sought to regulate tax powers but 
                                                 
33 James Spigelman, ‘Magna Carta: The Rule of Law and Liberty (2015) 31(2) Policy 24, 24. 
34 ibid 26. 
35 ibid. 
36 ibid. 
37 Margaret Davies, Asking the Law Question (Lawbook, 3rd ed, 2008) 60; cf Paul Raffield, The art of law in 
Shakespeare (Hart 2017) 5-6. 
38 Bernard J Hibbitts, ‘Coming to Our Senses: Communication and Legal Expression in Performance Cultures’ 
(1992) 41 Emory Law journal 873, 875.  
39 Raffield (n 37) 9; for recent examinations of Shakespeare and law, see Raffield, Shakespeare’s Imaginary 
Constitution: Late-Elizabethan Politics and the Theatre of Law (Hart 2010); Gary Watt and Paul Raffield (eds), 
Shakespeare and the Law (Hart 2008). For examination of Hamlet and law, see eg Carolyn Sale, ‘The King is a 
Thing’: The King’s Prerogative and the Treasure of the Realm in Plowden’s Report on the Case of Mines and 
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has been re-interpreted to enshrine rights or liberties. By writing and speaking of law and its 
foundations, one accounts for it and attempts to make it one’s subject. It involves re-
mythologizing aspects that are fictive and symbolic.40  
Taxation also has mythic status in US imaginaries about revolution and the 
Constitution. Scholars note ‘[t]hat “no taxation without representation” was a rallying cry of 
colonists seeking their independence in 1776 is the “mother’s milk” of American history 
education’.41 However, colonists were seeking recognition from the King as ‘free born British 
subjects’.42 Imperial Britain’s refusal to grant that legal subject status inspired those colonists 
to assert their revolutionary independence.43 After the revolution, the federalists wrote a series 
of 85 papers, called The Federalist Papers, to encourage states to ratify the Constitution. The 
authors sought to ‘design a federal government with limited, delegated, and enumerated powers 
… in order to protect [States and individual] rights and liberties’.44 As much as they sought to 
enshrine rights and liberties, ‘taxation was at the very center of popular consciousness’, and 
                                                 
Shakespeare’s Hamlet’ in Paul Raffield and Gary Watt (eds) Shakespeare and the Law (Hart, 2008) 137; Derek 
Dunne, ‘Decentering the law in Hamlet’ (2015) 9(1) Law and Humanities 55. 
40 Peters argues that ‘every legal performance is, in a sense, also a kind of founding – an attempt to legitiamte 
authority through performance – and thus at once re-enacts the myth of founding and gestures, through symbolic 
reference, toward the absent authority at its mythical sie of origins’; Peters (n 9) 196. 
41 Grant Dorfman, ‘The Founders’ Legal Case: No Taxation Without Representation” versus Taxation No 
Tyranny’ (2008) 44 Houston Law Review 1377, 1378. 
42 ibid 1379, citing James Otis, The Rights of the British Colonies Asserted and Proved (1764), in Jack P Green 
(ed) Colonies to Nation: 1763-1789 vol 2 (Norton, 1967) 30. 
43 Dorfman (n 44) 138; for a history and development of national taxation powers see, Bruce Ackerman, 
‘Taxation and the Constitution’ (1999) 99(1) Columbia Law Review 1, 6-7. 
44 Alexander Hamilton, John Hay and James Madison, The Federalist (Indianapolis: Liberty Fund, George W 
Carey and James McClellan eds, 2001) xix.   
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the ‘Federalists were particularly emphatic’ about ensuring that the Constitution guaranteed 
Congress’s power to tax.45 The Magna Carta, The Federalist Papers, and the Constitution were 
all concerned with tax powers and are important instruments for understanding freedom and 
subjection of political and individual bodies. 
Because The Pale King reflects these themes, the interrelation of individual and 
political bodies through law is important. Accordingly, as mentioned above, Reagan’s 1981 
tax cuts and the looming ‘Spackman Initiative’ are major themes to the novel. The Pale King 
mixes factual and substantively historical events, like the Reagan tax cuts, with fictional and 
symbolic accounts, such as the Spackman Initiative.  Accordingly, The Pale King’s characters 
express concerns about the impacts of taxation on them and other legal bodies like corporations. 
For example, one speaker blames the current state of political body on ‘corporations’ that ‘got 
in the game and turned all the genuine principles and aspirations and ideology into a set of 
fashions and attitudes’.46 Another then asks, ‘doesn’t the term corporation itself come from 
body, like “made into a body”? These were artificial people being created’.47 After noting that 
corporations are a type of legal body, the conversationalist then places the burdens on other 
bodies. Another character, Glendenning, explains that the US began granting corporate charters 
in the 1830s and that by ‘1840 or ’41 de Tocqueville’ noted the ‘ghastly irony’ of American 
democracy, which had little to do with corporate bodies, since democratic political bodies are 
‘a form of government engineered to produce equality makes its citizens so individualistic and 
                                                 
45 Ackerman (n 43) 6. 
46 Wallace (n 8) 140. 
47 ibid 140. 
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self-absorbed they end up solipsists, navel-gazers’.48 There, Glendenning emphasizes the 
connection between political and individual bodies.  
Some characters in The Pale King embody and enact this navel-gazing. In §46, 
Meredith Rand explains to a colleague how she used to cut herself: ‘it doesn’t matter why I cut 
or what the psychological machinery is behind the cutting, like if it’s projected self-hatred or 
whatever. Exteriorizing the interior’.49 Although Rand is describing a conversation she was 
having at a hospital with someone who later would become her husband, she continues, ‘only 
I can decide to stop. Because whatever the institutional reasons… it’s me being mean to myself 
… The real responsibilities are to myself’.50 As she accounts for herself, she remains oblivious 
to others, which is dramatized by the fact that her listener has started levitating. Emily Hogg 
argues that Rand personifies the individualized, self-absorbed American who discovers and 
purports that her selfishness makes her healthier, which depends on her remaining oblivious to 
her reliance on others as well as their sufferings.51 That is right. Rand is healthier because she 
is in contact with others, but she is just as self-absorbed and alienated as she was before. Her 
subjectivity might not have any real external manifestations – the difference is in how she 
relates to herself as a subject. The difference is that she became a legal subject. As an agent of 
US tax law, she is not free from her selfishness or self-absorption. Instead, she believes she is 
free precisely because she has become a self-directed subject of law and the political body. For 
Hogg, ‘Rand’s momentous discovery–“the real responsibilities are to myself”’ is one pole, with 
the other pole articulated in §19, that “our ultimate obligation is to ourselves”.52 Hogg 
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49 ibid 506.  
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accurately describes how the two poles between ‘myself’ and ‘ourselves’ mirror each other in 
terms of responsibilities and obligations. These poles reflect the oscillation between individual 
and political, citizen and government, subject and authority that law facilitates. 
Those poles performatively construct each other: to be a citizen is to have power over 
the government that rules over its citizens. The individual and political bodies cannot be 
separated. Accordingly, The Pale King also contains political bodies that mirror the individual 
self-absorption. Ralph Clare argues that for Wallace, ‘Ronald Reagan’s election…typifies the 
result of this individualistic self-absorbed navel-gazing’.  
[W]e’ll have for a president a symbolic Rebel against his own power whose election 
was underwritten by inhuman soulless profit-machines whose takeover of American 
civic and spiritual life … We’ll have a tyranny of conformist nonconformity presided 
over by a symbolic outside whose very election depended on our deep conviction that 
his person is utter bullshit. A rule of image, which because it’s so empty makes 
everyone terrified...53 
That quote shows how the individual, Ronald Reagan, and the political bodies are 
complexly intertwined. The rule of image or the symbolic, what might be considered a post-
modern or neoliberal fear or anxiety, is expressed and investigated in The Pale King. And it is 
worth re-emphasizing that The Pale King is a fictional account about tax agents in the mid-
1980s which seems to be saying something true, concrete, and real.54 As a complex novel that 
weaves together fiction and fact, The Pale King excavates what is fake about realness, the ‘rule 
of image’, or symbolism over substance. As it does so, it also excavates what is real about 
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fakeness or ‘substance and not mere symbolism’ – perhaps the ‘rule of law’ that arises from 
constituent documents.55  
The Pale King contains and weaves together multiple legal subjects – political 
(government), business (corporate), and individual (subject) – with law acting as the relational 
construct between them. However, The Pale King collapses conventional categorization and, 
as interpreted here, demonstrates processes of legal subjection. As explored in the following 
sections, it does so by inserting itself within citational-chains to undermine any authoritative 
claims by, paradoxically, giving an account of the author. This requires a reader to become 
self-aware of their role in attributing authorship by choosing who to believe, which transforms 
the reader by imposing on them the ability to recognize, affirm, and re-cite.  
3. Who’s There?  
This section contextualizes The Pale King by examining how it is inserted into 
citational-chains. It examines portions of the text as they relate to other texts. For instance, 
scholars read The Pale King alongside Wallace’s other texts to reveal thematic and conceptual 
links to other authors. It is one way of conceptualizing a citational-chain that helps identify an 
author’s intentions or the major themes of their novels. Some scholars read Infinite Jest as the 
entertain-to-death ‘neoliberal dystopia’ of the near future, while The Pale King is the bored-to-
death ‘exhaustion of unfulfilled neoliberal promises’.56 Those interpretations suggest that The 
Pale King is about the dullness of modern bureaucracy, an ‘aesthetics of boredom’, a ‘political 
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tool’ advanced by boring agents who maintain the bureaucratic system, where ‘freedom is 
boring’.57 This section re-contextualizes those interpretations and their citational-chains with 
regard to legal subjection. This interpretation adds that freedom is a form of subjection that 
provides authority by undermining authorship.  
Wallace’s most famous novel is Infinite Jest. To frame and understand what that novel 
is about, scholars orient that text within literary citation-chains. For example, the title of Infinite 
Jest is a line from Hamlet. Hamlet says, ‘Alas, poor Yorick! I knew him, Horatio: a fellow of 
infinite jest’.58 As a result, Stephen Burns distils Infinite Jest into the opening line of 
Shakespeare’s Hamlet, “Who’s there?”59 He writes, ‘if Shakespeare’s play answers [that 
question] with an exemplary excavation of the consciousness of Renaissance man, then Infinite 
Jest attempts a millennial update, cataloguing the twentieth century’s endless efforts to 
understand itself’.60 Like Infinite Jest, The Pale King is thematically chained to Hamlet. Where 
Infinite Jest asks ‘Who’s there?’ The Pale King is the answer that reflects Hamlet’s second 
line, which arrives in the form of a demand: ‘Nay, answer me: stand and unfold yourself!’ The 
demand then elicits a response, ‘Long live the King!’61 It is a direction to account for oneself 
by confirming that one is the King’s subject. As argued here, the ‘Pale King’ is the legal 
character in The Pale King, which derives from Hamlet. 
                                                 
57 Clare (n 2) 440, 444, citing Wallace (n 8) 83-4, 138.  
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Where the phrase ‘infinite jest’ comes from Hamlet speaking to Horatio, the phrase 
‘pale king’ comes from Horatio speaking Hamlet. In Hamlet’s opening act, jumpy guards are 
anxiously passing the time because a spectre of the dead King, Hamlet’s father, has been 
haunting the grounds. Shortly after that, Horatio encounters the King’s ghost. Hamlet later asks 
Horatio if the spectre’s face was ‘Pale or red’ and Horatio reveals that he was ‘very pale’.62 
The ‘Pale King’ is the spectre of Hamlet’s deceased father. As argued here, the ‘Pale King’ is 
the law. According to one of Shakespeare’s legal contemporaries, Edmund Plowden, the King 
has two bodies. One is a physical, individual body, and the other is a political body, which ‘be 
incorporate to him and he to them. And they both make a perfect corporation’.63 When Hamlet 
says, ‘[t]he body is with the King, but the King is not with the body’, he is saying that the 
physical body of the King exists, but the political body is not properly incorporated in the 
King.64 In Hamlet, Hamlet knows Claudius killed his father to become King and, hence, has 
ruptured that perfect corporation.65 He knows this because the Pale King told him. From 
beyond the grave, the Pale King shaped the ‘pale cast of thought’ of Hamlet’s ‘conscience’.66 
The ‘pale cast of thought’ has been interpreted as consciousness, or self-consciousness, as well 
as his moral judgment good and evil, or right and wrong.67 Under the interpretation provided 
here, the Pale King commanded Hamlet and made him into a subject of its will to enforce the 
law of demise. In short, it made Hamlet into a legal subject. Hamlet is an account of Hamlet’s 
attempt to enforce the law by re-incorporating physical and political bodies. The Pale King is 
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an account of the Pale King’s attempt to enforce the law by re-incorporating physical and 
political bodies.  
As explained above, The Pale King thematically engages with political, individual, and 
corporate bodies and in that way re-cites Hamlet’s citational-chain. Where Hamlet provides an 
account of Hamlet, who is made into a legal subject by the Pale King, The Pale King is an 
account of how the ‘Pale King’ operates as law that directs its subject from ‘beyond the grave’. 
In The Pale King, a character named Chris Fogle mirrors Hamlet’s transformation or legal 
subjection. Before constructing and transforming himself into an agent of US tax law, Fogle 
describes his old self as ‘like a piece of paper on the street in the wind, thinking, ‘Now I think 
I’ll blow this way, now I think I’ll blow that way’.68 That old self thinks and believes he made 
choices, but his new self does not think it was a worthwhile, self-directed self. He describes his 
old self as a ‘wastoid’, ‘the worst kind of nihilist—the kind who isn’t even aware he’s a 
nihilist’.69 That self doesn’t have agency, direction, or a sense of self. But that changes. 
 Marshall Boswell argues that Fogle undergoes a ‘religious’ conversion to become an 
agent of US tax law.70 On the interpretation offered here, Fogle’s ‘conversion’ makes him into 
a legal subject. He derives his agency, his sense of self, from becoming a tax agent. He accounts 
for himself and his individual body by becoming a tax accountant for the political body. 
Boswell notes that Fogle’s conversion to Tax agent is ‘primed’ by Fogle’s father’s death.71 The 
death of the father also initiates Hamlet’s subjection to the Pale King. After Fogle’s father’s 
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death, he decides to complete his college degree. As a ‘wastoid’, Fogle enters the wrong 
building and attends a lecture on advanced accounting instead of a lecture on The Federalist 
Papers. The Pale King indicates that its subject is tax law and accountancy, not constitutional 
law. In either case, as explained above, The Federalist Papers, the Constitution, and tax are 
interrelated. Boswell claims that the lecturer, a Priest, initiates Fogle’s conversation: 
The priest’s lengthy speech—what Fogle calls his “hortation” rather than 
“exhortation,” the curious variant perhaps linking the speech to Horatio Alger, whose 
Ragged Dick Fogle directly name checks—has been justly singled out and celebrated 
in many of the book’s early reviews, with particular attention paid [to] its pithy 
concluding line, “Gentleman, you are called to account”.72 
While Boswell identifies ‘Hortation’ as citationally-chained to Horatio Alger, it could 
also link to the Horatio in Hamlet. After all, Horatio told Hamlet about the Pale King, which 
inspires Hamlet’s attempt to enforce the law. Likewise, the priest’s ‘hortation’ to Fogle initiates 
his ambition to become an agent of tax law. The priest’s directive, ‘you are called to account’, 
is the nearly-millennial update that directly correlates to the directive ‘Stand and Unfold 
Yourself’. Where Hamlet’s first line is ‘Who’s there?’ the answer is the directive to account 
for oneself. To account for oneself by asserting one’s subjection to the law is the response 
‘Long live the King!’ From a performative perspective, the priest’s declarative is a speech-act 
akin to ‘Stand and Unfold Yourself’. It initiates Fogle’s subjection to the law as a self-
disciplined and self-constructed subject of the law. Fogle inserts himself into the citational-
chain of tax law, to recognize his legal subjection, which creates agency by constructing 
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himself as a tax agent. By becoming a legal subject, Fogle metaphorically states ‘Long live the 
King!’  
In Hamlet, the Pale King says to Hamlet, ‘List, list, O, List! If thou didst ever thy dear 
father love—’.73 The Pale King directs Hamlet to subject himself to the specter’s will and ‘list’, 
to account. The Pale King doubles the meaning of ‘accounting’ for oneself – the characters 
account for themselves by becoming accountants. They realize their agency by becoming legal 
subjects that act as agents of the political body. This literary doubling and its attenuating bon 
mots reflect how becoming a free subject is ambivalently agentic and oppressive. As Conley 
Wouters argues, The Pale King’s ‘characters possess an ambivalence in the face of […] 
information avalanches that is at times healthy and at other times consuming’.74 The characters 
are ambivalent, agentic and oppressive, healthy and consuming, as is Hamlet. 
Hamlet's intellectual subtlety sees every side of every question, thinks too precisely on 
the event, considers all things too curiously, studies anew every conviction, doubts of 
the past, interrogates the future; it delights in ironically adopting the mental attitudes 
of other minds ; it refines contempt into an ingenious art ; it puts on and puts off a 
disguise ; it assumes and lays aside the antic disposition ; it can even use frankness as 
a veil,—for sometimes display is a concealment … . Hamlet the subtle is pre-eminently 
a critic—a critic of art, a critic of character, a critic of society, a critic of life, a critic of 
himself.75  
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Hamlet’s ambivalence derives from his self-consciousness,76 the ‘pale cast of thought’ 
created by the Pale King, and his newly discovered identity that was directed to him from 
beyond the grave. Similarly, Fogle’s subjection as an agent of tax law is directed to him from 
elsewhere and beyond the grave. Fogle accounts for himself by becoming an accountant. It is 
literary and literal, but it is also fiction and fictional. In Hamlet and The Pale King, one becomes 
a subject of the Pale King, which is the law. In neither situation do subjects control it. Legal 
subjects create their self-directed sense of freedom by saying yes to their subjection.  
It is irrelevant whether Wallace intended to invoke these citational-chains by re-citing 
the law, a legal character, a legal subject, Hamlet, a subject-status, and so on. Like Hamlet and 
Fogle, others construct citational-chains, which provide one with an identifiable self and 
subject-status as well as an opportunity to own that identity by re-asserting their subjection.77 
The forms of agency that arise from subjection provide the impression that a subject has a 
choice in the matter and, furthermore, that Wallace intended these themes and citational-chains 
as the author. Hence, as explored below, it is possible to read The Pale King as though Wallace 
intended to insert himself into these citational-chains – as the author – to account for himself. 
However, he also, specifically, made himself a subject and character of The Pale King. Hence, 
it is also entirely possible to read him as a mere subject of the texts, a subject of the Pale King. 
It is this unfinished, refusal of the author to be the author that enables a reader to performatively 
construct itself as an author of The Pale King. By attributing authority to Wallace, a reader can 
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enact a form of subjection. That is to say, one who searches for the author, some authority or 
sovereign over the text, requires one to account for themselves.  
4. Stand and Unfold Yourself!  
One might assume that David Foster Wallace is the author of The Pale King – his name 
is on the cover. However, many lament its unfinished quality due to Wallace’s suicide, which 
is an extra-textual dimension of the text supported by the novel’s sub-title, an unfinished novel. 
The ‘Editor’s Note’ further emphasises the novel’s unfinished quality – both in terms of its 
content and its placement at the beginning of the text. At the beginning of The Pale King, a 
reader confronts Michael Pietsch’s ‘Editor’s Note’, rather than an ‘Author’s Foreword’. It says 
that Pietsch edited it and crafted it into a work of fifty chapters.78 Pietsch knew that the novel 
was not going to have a solid ending, it would never achieve closure, that Wallace had 
extensively written it, and indications ‘that the novel’s apparent incompleteness is in fact 
intentional’.79 Pietsch then asks the obvious question: ‘How unfinished is this novel?’80 He 
declared the issue ‘unknowable’. Given that Pietsch extensively edited, crafted, and controlled 
what fragments of writings were constructed as chapters, is Wallace the author of The Pale 
King?81   
Searching for the author is problematic given Wallace’s death as well as his familiarity 
with Roland Barthes’ essay ‘Death of the Author’. The question of authorship relates directly 
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to the issue of whether the novel is finished, because, perhaps Wallace’s intentions – and his 
death – matter in determining whether it is finished.82 At risk of doing an injustice to Barthes’ 
argument and the various complex interpretations, Barthes argued that the intention of the 
author – the meaning the author was intended to convey – was dead: readers do not passively 
receive or obtain authorial intention through texts. Barthes essay poignantly ends, ‘we know 
that to give writing its future, it is necessary to overthrow the myth: the birth of the reader must 
be at the cost of the death of the Author’.83  
In The Pale King, even if a reader does not know about Wallace or his death, the 
‘Editor’s Note’ clarifies that the author died before finishing the novel. Extra-textual facts 
about the author, and his death or his absence, become part of The Pale King through the 
‘Editor’s Note’. Would this then mean that Wallace intended The Pale King to be finished by 
someone so that there could not have been an intention? Would compliance with Wallace’s 
intention or directive make him an author or negate his authorship? There is no answer.84 The 
metafictional elements of The Pale King further obfuscates the issues surrounding whether it 
is finished/unfinished and authorial intentionality.  
While the text begins with the ‘Editor’s Note’ and questions whether the text is finished 
and the possibility of authorial intention, the ‘Author’s Foreword’ – and its placement in the 
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text – amplifies the metafictional elements.85 The ‘Author’s Foreword’ is § 9 of the novel, 
which starts on page 66. It begins:  
Author here. Meaning the real author, the living human … not some abstract narrative 
persona. Granted, there sometimes is such a persona in The Pale King, but that's mainly 
a pro forma statutory construct, an entity that exists just for legal and commercial 
purposes, rather like a corporation; it has no direct provable connection to me as a 
person. But this right here is me as a real person, David Wallace…to inform you of the 
following:  
All of this is true. This book is really true.  
I obviously need to explain. First, please flip back and look at the book’s legal 
disclaimer … that starts: ‘The characters and events in this book are fictitious.’…. But 
now I need you to read it, the disclaimer, and to understand that its initial ‘The 
characters and events in this book…’ includes this very Author’s Foreword. In other 
words, this Foreword is defined by the disclaimer as itself fictional, meaning that it lies 
within the area of special legal protection established by that disclaimer. I need this 
legal protection in order to inform you that what follows is, in reality, not fiction at all, 
but substantially true and accurate. That The Pale King is, in point of fact, more like a 
memoir than any kind of made-up story. This might appear to set up an irksome 
paradox…. Please know that I find these sorts of cute, self-referential paradoxes 
irksome, too – at least now that I’m over thirty I do – and that the very last thing this 
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book is some kind of clever metafictional titty-pincher. That’s why I’m making it a 
point to violate protocol and address you here directly, as my real self….86 
Who is this ‘author’ and what is their relationship to Wallace? Some have seen this 
section as ‘the paradox at the heart of the novel’.87 It is paradoxical, but the paradox is generated 
by the legal character, the ‘Pale King’. As presented and emphasized, the ‘Author’s Foreword’ 
contains multiple references to ‘law’. It declares, ‘[t]he book’s legal disclaimer … starts: “The 
characters and events in this book are fictitious”’. The so-called ‘real’ author then disclaims 
that legal disclaimer as fiction to then invoke the law as a form of protection. That section 
exhibits various relationships and acts of legal subjection, which constitutes as it reveals the 
‘Pale King’.  
If one is willing to attribute intentionality to the author, then Wallace made the law his 
subject, a character in his novel. Doing so, positions Wallace as the sovereign that incorporates 
the entire political body within himself to exercise control over his subjects in the text. 
Paradoxically though, it is the law that construes him as the author of the text in, at least, two 
ways. First, the real law that exists outside the book, US copyright and intellectual property 
law, places his name on the front cover, which also says that this is ‘an unfinished novel’. 
Second, when the ‘Author here’ invokes legal protections by construing the novel as fiction, it 
also constructs the author as a subject of the law.  
The author’s legal subjection – the legal character within The Pale King, which is the 
Pale King that also pre-exists the author – constitutes the Author’s Foreword and, hence, the 
entirety of the text with its metafictional dimension. The Author then disclaims that 
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metafictional dimension alongside his (or their) disclaimer of the legal disclaimer. At that point 
in the novel, a reader can no longer know which author is actually the author, or even if there 
is one. Nor can a reader know what is fiction or not, real or fake. That is because the ‘real’ 
author constitutes itself as a legal subject in the text by referencing the law ‘outside’ the text, 
and then disclaims as fiction the law that constitutes the text. Any interiority or exteriority of 
the political body and individual body do not remain distinct, but neither are they fully 
incorporated. That is the legal character. 
The legal character is a subject of The Pale King, which constitutes and mediates those 
bodies. Although this seems to present a paradox, one might claim that Wallace accounts for 
himself in constructing ‘his’ ‘self’ as a legal subject within The Pale King. Hence, that 
interpretation would require attributing a sincere authorial intention to Wallace to uphold him 
as the sovereign. Consider, for example, Shannon Elderon’s position. Elderon argues that 
‘Wallace himself saw that the sincerity/performance binary was a trap’.88 By attributing 
sovereign authorial intentionality to Wallace, Elderon can read that intentionality into The Pale 
King’s characters, its subjects. Elderon argues that Fogle ‘set aside questions of sincerity and 
authenticity … a naïve picture of a prelinguistic “true self” that can be discovered given the 
right amount of navel-gazing’.89 Fogle becomes ‘reconciled to the importance of art(ifice) in 
the construction of shapely stories’, which means ‘emerging through an engagement with the 
art(ifice) of which involves the “composing [of] attention” in ways that can transform both 
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narrator and narratee’.90 What Elderon calls ‘emerging through an engagement with the 
art(ifice)’ is to account for oneself by performatively enacting a subjectivity in a citaitonal-
chain. However, Elderon explicates these themes by attributing authorial, sovereign 
intentionality to Wallace, who then imbues his subjects with those qualities, while, 
paradoxically, blurring the idea of authorship and authority.  
Although not wrong in this interpretation, attributing authority to Wallace 
uncomfortably conflicts with the death of the author – the individual or physical body that is 
no longer incorporated with the political body. But this attribution of authority and authorship 
to Wallace comes from the law. The law, the Pale King, reaches from beyond the grave to 
direct its subjects: The Pale King directs its readers to construct themselves as its legal subjects 
by attributing authority and intentionality. While the text seems to present choices about who 
is the author, the texts of law and language shape and assist our agency by binding us in ways 
that are never fully free. Whatever freedom arises to choose or attribute intentionality or 
authority is the result of putting on, not removing, our citational-chains.91 Accordingly, The 
Pale King directs one to construct oneself as a legal subject and, within the text, Wallace 
demonstrates how to do so when he accounts for himself as a subject. Under a performative 
approach to subjection, giving an account of oneself requires one to enact multiple authors of 
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the self and multiple selves that blend fiction with reality.92 In The Pale King, there are many 
narrators and authors. The identity and so-called realness of those authors are obscured by their 
multiplication that occurs as they account for themselves as legal subjects. The ‘Author here’ 
in § 9 claims to be ‘real’, not ‘an entity that exists just for legal and commercial purposes … 
like a corporation’, which obscures, rather than clarifies issues of authorship by invoking and 
disclaiming the law. 
Additionally, the author (whoever that is) literally (but also fictionally) makes David 
Wallace a subject of The Pale King. A character named David Wallace works at the IRS.93 
When he first arrives at the IRS, the processing system for new employees provides him with 
a badge to individuate him from all others. The problem is that the badge system misidentifies 
him for more experienced and more ‘real’ ‘David F. Wallace’, because, obviously, there are 
multiple David Wallaces who are agents of the IRS.94 
By making himself into a subject of literature, law, and The Pale King, the agency that 
arrives provides the appearance that there is an author, as though The Pale King is Wallace’s. 
From a performative perspective, readers attribute authority to Wallace because subjects who 
wield power provide the appearance that the power is theirs, even though it is one’s subjection 
to the power that attributes power to them.95 While one might have the impression that Wallace 
has, then, intended or authored The Pale King as well as his own citational-chains (or not), it 
is the legal character that constructs the author by making it a subject. The law that structures 
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The Pale King – the law that exists in the world – determines that it a work of fiction authored 
by David Foster Wallace who died before its publication. It constructs David Foster Wallace 
as the author, while the legal subject internal to the text has doubled, if not tripled, whatever 
counts as ‘author’. To believe that is true is to be a subject of that law and that reality. It is to 
accept one’s subjection to law by attributing authorship. 
To become a legal subject would also require one to construct the notion for themselves 
that one is free or freer by becoming a subject. One can see scholars do exactly that. For 
Wouters, ‘The Pale King [is] a kind of technological prequel to Infinite Jest, one that suggests 
… we might still be able to retain a traditional, liberal-humanist selfhood in the face of 
informational avalanches’.96 Boswell argues that it requires readers to weigh ‘the value of 
fictional truth over that of supposed non-fiction’ so that ‘what ultimately emerges is a nuanced 
exploration of truth and an affirmation of fiction as a way to recover the essential human amid 
a culture devoted increasingly to automation and data’.97 James Gourley argues that Wallace 
‘presumes and advocates for a specific vision of selfhood able to resist modern bureaucratic 
culture’.98 These scholars interpret The Pale King as more than fiction to find an authorial 
intention, an author constructed by The Pale King: a ‘self [that is] able to resist’, an ‘essential 
human’, or a ‘traditional, liberal-humanist selfhood’. Each interpreter makes Wallace the 
author, the sovereign, by upholding their interpretive act as authoritative which negates that 
sovereignty of Wallace. The reader becomes sovereign-author and citizen-subject to conflate 
                                                 
96 Wouters (n 4) 449.  
97 Boswell, ‘Author Here: The Legal Fiction of David Foster Wallace’s the Pale King’ (2014) 95(1) English 
Studies 5, 25-6; cf Crain (n 6). Boswell never excavates what he means by ‘legal fiction’ beyond noting that the 
‘Author here’ sections make reference to the law.  
98 Gourley (n 7) 2 (comparing Wallace and Kafka).  
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distinctions between indivdual and political bodies. It displays their willing subjection to that 
which directs their choice from beyond the grave to uphold something common, something 
human. They have become free subjects of The Pale King.99  
One can then see the performative enactment of legal subjection which mirrors the 
response to the question posed in Hamlet’s first line, ‘Who’s there?’ Those who interpret it, 
account for themselves according to a citational-chains to make themselves (as authors of their 
texts) understood. They ‘stand and unfold’ themselves; they account and become agents. To 
the extent that Wallace – assuming he is the author – performatively demonstrates the author’s 
subjection to law, he also directs the implied reader to become a subject of The Pale King, as 
Pale Kings do.  
5. Long Live the King! 
Strictly speaking, the question of authorship in The Pale King cannot arise because the 
author’s subjection to the legal character obliterates any clear attribution of authority. To the 
extent that Wallace is an author, a reader cannot know to what degree he is author or subject, 
which is further complicated by Pietsch’s role as the editor. But then again, The Pale King’s 
legal status indicates what is true or false. Law tells us that the book is fiction. That is contrasted 
with the ‘Author’s Foreword’ which says that the fiction is true, which undermines the legality 
of the disclaimer, by creating a metafictional dimension. Then, the ‘Author here’ version of 
Wallace makes himself a subject of the law for its legal protections, as David Wallace makes 
himself a subject and character of The Pale King. If someone believes the text asks us to 
determine which is more real, even as the fictionalized ‘Author’s Foreword’ fictionalizes the 
law and invokes it for real/fake protection, they become subjects of The Pale King’s author(s). 
                                                 
99 See Kelly (n 1) 47.  
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Like Shakespeare’s Pale King in Hamlet, Wallace reaches from beyond the grave, which seems 
to provide readers with a choice. To believe there is a choice is to subject oneself to what seems 
to be his discipline for one’s agency and purposes.100 Any self-reflection on one’s status as a 
free legal subject is deeply ambivalent. One’s self is doubled and multiplied through law and 
its incorporation with other bodies.  
From a performative approach, The Pale King is a playful meditation on legal character, 
legal subjection and a paradox that is at the heart of the rule of law: ‘the right to think as one 
pleases so long as one obeys as one must’.101 It is neither freedom nor domination because to 
be a legal subject is freedom through domination.102 As a fellow tax agent says to Fogle, ‘Real 
freedom is the freedom to obey the law’.103 The Pale King is not simply about choice, freedom, 
recovering, or finding the real human. It is also about being confined, subjected, ruled, and 
regulated – especially by that which demands our subjection in ways that provide the illusion 
of choice by supporting our agency. The epigraph of The Pale King is, ‘We fill pre-existing 
forms and when we fill them we change them and are changed’.104 The Pale King does not 
provide the reader with a choice about who or what to believe – the questions it raises, plays 
with, and transforms are not answerable. However, one can believe they have a choice and that 
there is an answer by becoming a subject. We know that to give ourselves a choice, it is 
                                                 
100 Kelly (n 1); for a demonstration, perhaps, see Tim Groenland, ‘“A Recipe for a Brick”: The Pale King in 
Progress’ (2017) 58(4) Critique 365.  
101 Foucault, ‘What is Enlightenment?’ in Paul Rabinow (ed), Foucault Reader (Pantheon 1984) 32, 36.  
102 ibid. 
103 Wallace (n 8) 195.  
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necessary to believe the myth: the birth of the self must come at the cost of subjection to some 
author.  
